Campaign against deportation from Baden-Airpark
Central demonstration against deportation
On 8th may 2010, 2 am, Karlsruhe, Friedrichsplatz / Erbprinzenstraße.
In the last 10 years thousand of migrants got deported in their country of origin with help of
violence by the police via Baden-Airpark. The reason for the deportations is a racist and on
isolation orientated European policy of migration. “Strangers” get portray as a threat and
accordingly identity. It seams that they don’t match in the economic draft of the German plc
(public limited company).
The Deportation-Airpark is hub for charter deportations even from numerous Roma families
and other minorities in the countries of Ex-Yugoslavia. Every month deportation-flights take
regularly place, walled of on the old terminal, from Baden-Airpark. While holiday-maker go
on their trip with the “Mallorca-Shuttle” or fly with the no fills airline Ryan-Air to Bari in
south Italy, people get deportated to Kosovo for a life in misery. Before many of the
deportated people were penned in the deportation jail in Mannheim, because they don’t
want to leave the country voluntarily.
Two airlines, Air Berlin and Hamburg International (HHI), which are active at the BadenAirpark, are known that they join this shady business of deportation. In February the regional
council of Karlsruhe organized a deportation-charter of Hemus Air (Bulgaria Air).
On the internet page from the Baden-Airpark you find many information and data but
nothing about those, who get remove from Germany with executive power. The person who
runs the Airport knows that this isn’t a good advertisement for their business.
They should know that we will break the silence. We demand the Baden-Airpark and the
responsible airlines to retreat from the business with the deportations.
Since the 1th January, under the residence- and asylum responsible bylaw (AAZuVO) the
regional council of Karlsruhe is the central department in Baden-Württemberg for the
organisation and carrying out from residence ending measure responsible. Practical
Karlsruhe is in the immediate vicinity of the Deportation-Airpark, from which the regularly
deportation-charter starts.
Let us organize a powerful demonstration against the regional council and the BadenAirpark!
Who wants to stay is to remain!

